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Sustainability by the project

DELIVERY DELIVERABLE

Management of sustainable projects
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Sustainability of the project

DELIVERY DELIVERABLE

Sustainable management of all projects



Sustainable Project Management

Sustainable Project Management is 

the planning, monitoring and controlling of 

project delivery and support processes, 

with consideration of the environmental, 

economical and social aspects 

of the life-cycle of the project’s resources, 

processes, deliverables and effects, 

aimed at realizing benefits for stakeholders, 

and performed in a transparent, fair and 

ethical way 

that includes proactive stakeholder 

participation.

. Silvius, A.J.G. and Schipper, R. (2014), “Sustainability in project management: A literature review and impact analysis”, Social Business, 4(1), pp. 63-96.
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Engaging with a broad group of stakeholders



Selection of recyclable materials



Design for Re-use



Consider economic, 

environmental and social impacts



A holistic business case



Considering diversity and inclusion of the team



Rethinking procurement



Rethinking transport



Rethinking packaging



Preventing waste



Rethinking risks



Rethinking communication



Optimizing on-site / off-site construction



Flexible planning & scheduling



Sustainable Project Management

DELIVERY DELIVERABLE

Sustainable management of all projects
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The role of the Project Manager?

“Project and Programme Managers 

are significantly placed to make 

contributions to Sustainable 

Management practices” 

(Association for Project Management, 2006: 7)

The Project Manager plays a 

“pivotal role” in the sustainability of 

the project 
(Maltzman and Shirley, 2013)

“Today's project manager fulfils 

not only traditional roles of 

project management but also 

must manage the project in the 

most efficient and effective 

manner with respect to 

sustainability.” 
(Hwang and Ng, 2013:273)

 



The role of the Project Manager?

However, having the opportunity to act may not be enough

 (Silvius and De Graaf, 2019) 

Many other factors or circumstances influence the actual behavior 

of the project manager with regards to addressing sustainability
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SPM3 reporting
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Research project

What patterns of factors stimulate project managers to address the sustainability 

issues of their projects?



What patterns of factors stimulate project managers to address 

the sustainability issues of their projects?

Intrinsically motivated

• Behavioral beliefs are dominating the top-ranked statements

• Are stimulated to address sustainability because they care about 

nature, the planet and the future and because they feel that caring 

for sustainability is something they should do

• The characteristics of the project, or the opinion of others, do not 

play a large role

• Will do what they consider the ‘right thing’



What patterns of factors stimulate project managers to address 

the sustainability issues of their projects?

Task driven

• Will consider sustainability when it is part of the project’s 

requirements or objectives, when the client asks for it or when they 

are rewarded for it

• In the top-ranked statements, the normative and control beliefs are 

represented strongest

• Behavioral beliefs are underrepresented 

• This group can be stimulated to by external pressure or rewards.



What patterns of factors stimulate project managers to address 

the sustainability issues of their projects?

Pragmatic

• Take a pragmatic approach to the consideration of sustainability in 

project management

• Not strongly self-motivated for sustainability

• But will consider it when they see a good application

• In the top-ranked statements in this pattern, the control beliefs 

statements are overrepresented

• Stimulated by practical knowledge, tools and results. 



Interpretation phase

What is the dominating stimulus pattern that project managers exhibit? 

How can the different groups of project managers be characterized? 

2 Quantitative survey-based studies

(1) 101 participants, Netherlands / 

South Africa based

(2) 433 participants, Portugal based



Interpretation phase

What is the dominating stimulus pattern that project managers exhibit? 



Reflection

Three distinct stimulus patterns of project managers: Intrinsically motivated, 

Task driven and Pragmatic. 

Intrinsically motivated is the most frequent stimulus pattern found amongst 

Project Managers.

This finding is irrespective of a Project Managers’ age, gender or the type of 

project he/she is involved with. 

  Considering sustainability is a personal trait. 



Mind shift
Taking responsibility 

for sustainable 

development

Having a holistic perspective on

managing change

Paradigm shift

Scope shift

Managing social, environmental

and economical impact

Sustainable Project Management

as Scope, Paradigm and Mind shift



We need to change the
way we view things

In order to change the
way we do things

Nelmara Arbex



Dig deeper…

• What factors influence the attitude of project managers 
towards sustainability?

• Attitude: The value we assign
to something or someone

• Are born out 
– What we feel (affect)
– What we do (behavior) 
– What we know (cognitive)

• Affective component

The emotional or feeling segment of attitude

• The affective component is about the emotional

response (liking/disliking) towards an object

• Behavioral component

An intention to behave in a certain way toward

someone or something

• The behavioral component of an attitude is about

the past experiences regarding the object

• Cognitive component

The opinion or belief segment of an attitude

• The cognitive component is about an individual’s

opinion (belief/disbelief) about an object
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Sustainability 

competencies

| 60



GreenComp

Sustainability 

competencies
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GreenComp: Sustainability competencies
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IPMA Competence Baseline 4

Embodying

Sustainability

Values

Embracing

Complexity

Acting for

Sustainability

Envisioning

Sustainable

Futures



Embracing complexity

| 65Luca Sabini, A J Gilbert Silvius (2023)  Embracing Complexity in Sustainable Project Management In: Research Handbook on Complex 

Project Organizing  Edited by:Graham Winch, Maude Brunet, Dongping Cao, Edward Elgar publishing. 
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